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THE PROPOSED REVISION OF 780 MUSIC AND PROBLEMS IN THEDEVELOPMENT OF FACETED CLASSIFICATION FOR MUSIC
Geraint 3. Philp

Sweeney, Russell and Clews, John DDC: proposed revision of 780 music:based on Dewey Decimal Classification and Relative Index Albany, N.Y.:Forest Press, 1980. xxxiv, 101p. (ISBN 0-910608-25-3) $5.00
1957 marked the appearance of the British catalogue of music. This was followed in 1960by the publication of the classification schedules' by which this bibliography was organ-ised. The British catalogue of music classification was not only revolutionary in the field ofmusic classification but also a major landmark in the development of faceted classifica-tion. Since that time, the relatively poor treatment of music in the classification schemesof the Dewey decimal classification (DDC), Universal decimal classification (UDC) and Libraryof congress (LC) has been a cause for much concern among musicians and music librarians.In a project funded by Forest Press, Russell Sweeney and John Clews at the School ofLibrarianship, Leeds Polytechnic, prepared a complete revision of the 780 music schedulein the DDC.2 This revision has been constructed as a faceted scheme and this along withsome other controversial features new to the DDC meant there was reluctance to insertthese tables in the 19th edition.' This has resulted in the separate publication of thisProposed revision as explained in the Publisher's Foreword on p.vii:
Forest Press is setting a precedent with the release of this proposed revision of the music schedule,780, based on the unabridged edition of the DEWEY Decimal Classification. It is a precedentbecause this is the first separate issued by the Press. Forest Press has chosen this form of publica-tion so that consumers of the Classification can react to the new schedule prior to its possibleinclusion, in part or in whole, in a future unabridged edition of the Classification. Publicationof this separate music schedule is not a guarantee of complete acceptance by either the Press orthe Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee; rather it is an attempt to permit classi-fiers and librarians, who have long recognized the need for a thoroughly revised music schedulefor Dewey, to test its pragmatic value.

This has not however prevented the British Library Bibliographic Services Divisionfrom adopting the scheme to organise the British catalogue of music bibliography fromJanuary 1982.The book itself can be divided into five main sections: introduction explaining theconstruction and use of schedules; 47 examples; the schedules; list of changed numbersfrom the 19th edition; and index. An outline of the schedules is:780.0001 - .0999780.1 - .9781781.1781.2781.3 - .4781.5 - .6781.7 - .9

Relation of music to other subjectsStandard subdivisions, modifiedGeneral principlesBasic principlesElementsTechniquesCharacter and traditionsForms
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782 - 788782 - 783782783784 - 788784785786 - 788786787788789[789.9

ExecutantsVoices and vocal musicOpera and choral, including vocal formsSingle voicesInstruments and their musicOrchestras and bandsChamber ensemblesSpecific instruments and their musicKeyboard, mechanical, electrophonic, percussionStringedWindIndividual composersTraditions of music]
The DDC has always advocated the interfiling of musical material, whether it beprinted music, sound recordings or literature of music. This is still the case with thisschedule, but the instructions also allow for differentiating between these materials byadding numbers such as 027 to a classification number, or placing letters such as M or Rbefore a number to indicate printed music or a recording. The twenty pages of intro-duction are necessary to explain the construction and use of this faceted schedule for themany librarians who are not used to such schemes. However, it is difficult to imaginesuch a lengthy introduction being included in the full DDC if this scheme is adopted (sobuy a copy now rather than wait for the 20th edition). Hitherto, 0 has been the onlynumber used as a real facet indicator in the DDC, normally being used to introduce theTable 1: standard subdivisions. This schedule has been constructed so in most cases 1can be used as an additional facet indicator for combining numbers. As the schedulemoves from the general to the specific, numbers are combin,....d in reverse schedule order('retroactive synthesis'). Imagine an opera libretto and a periodical on the symphony:
Libretto 780.278Opera 782.1
Thus 782.102 78 and

Serial publication 780.5Symphony 781.84Full orchestra 784.2784.218 405
In the first example 0 acts as the facet indicator, and in the second example 1 and 0 inturn. However sometimes a different facet indicator to the one expected is used (e.g. asymphony for chamber orchestra: 784.308 4), and this will lead to mistakes, even thoughthe schedules painstakingly point to the correct way of synthesis by means of an asteriskor some similar mark assigned to each number in the schedules from 781.2 onwards. It isregrettable that the use in synthesis of 0 and 1 before numbers from 780 and 781 can notbe more consistent, but the requirements of the scheme and the desire for brevity ofnotation make it otherwise.The example above of a periodical on the symphony is a good example of a rule, statedthree times in all, that a number denoting a form, element, technique, etc., is not to beused alone when an executant is implied, as is the above case when symphony implies theexecutant of orchestra. Presumably the same rule applies to vocal music, but the ruleneeds to be stated more prominently and often, including at least once under vocal music.This schedule is such a thorough reworking of the DDC 780 that to mention the simi-larities with the 19th edition is rather pointless. The one area of great similarity is 780 -780.9, which is a modification of Table 1: standard subdivisions from volume 1 of the19th edition, to make it more relevant to music. Editing has been placed at 780.149under languages and communication but it should belong with techniques at 781.3.780.16 has been expanded to allow for bibliographies of the various types of musical
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material, but 016.78 is still preferred. Thematic catalogues have been put at 780.168but it may have been better expressed by a synthesis of 781.248 (themes) and 780.16(indexes) as 781.248 016. Patents have been moved to 780.26, and 780.27 has beenexpanded to denote different musical materials, but it is rather half-hearted: full scorescan not be separated from parts at 780.274, the different types of sound recording can notbe specified at 780.277 and there is nothing for audio-visual material. 780.89 is availablefor "music among specific racial, ethnic, national groups" including ethnomusicology,using Table 5 from vol.1 of the 19th ed., but 780.93 - 780.99 "treatment by specificcontinents, countries, localities" is preferred for "works emphasizing European originand character".It appears from some of the examples given that the expansions of Table 1: standardsubdivisions, are still used where consistent with 780 - 780.9. So a music library using thisscheme will still need to have regular access to volume one of the 19th edition of the DDCand occasional access to volumes two and three. However, tuning placed at 781.232 2under musical sound would seem better under maintenance at 780.288 derived fromTable I.The only major piece of facet reordering as against that of the BCM classification takesplace in 781, where elements have been relegated below character and technique.'However, those academic music libraries that rate technique, or certain techniques suchas composition, as more important than form, if not also executant, will still not besatisfied with this improvement. There is an excess of detail under general principles in781, and a number of things appear to be clumsily arranged. Intervals at 781.237 shouldbe closer to melody at 781.24, while consonance at 781.238 and dissonance at 781.239should be under harmony at 781.25. Should not tonal systems, 781.26, precede harmony,781.25, and follow melody and scales in 781.24? In parts of the Proposed revision it wouldbe better if the foci were ordered within the facets along the lines of the historical evolu-tion of the subject, such as the development of tonal systems at 781.26 and forms at781.7 - 781.9. Thus in 781.26, modes and macrotonality would be better precedingdiatonicism, while there is no mention of bi- and polytonality. Also to have "dodeca-phony (twelve-tone system, note rows)" at 781.268 under tonal systems only confuses,because atonality is already at 781.267 and serialism under techniques at 781.33.A basic tenet of facet analysis and faceted classification is that all concepts need onlybe stated once in the schedules, and complex subjects be expressed by a combination ofthe different concepts as we have seen in the examples. This therefore demands a clear,precise analysis of the subject. A worse example of duplication of thought than the abovecase of dodecaphony also occurs in 781.2, elements of music, consisting of time, musicalsound, melody, harmony and tonal systems. At 781.28 is "texture" which consists ofmonody, heterophony, polyphony, homophony, and counterpoint. Surely 'textures' ofmusic are no different to 'elements' of music. Monody should be near melody at 781.24,heterophony should be linked with ornaments at 781.247, homophony with harmony at781.25, while polyphony and-counterpoint should follow melody and precede harmony.It can be argued that textures are not synonymous with elements, but only if they areconsidered either styles or techniques, so 781.28 would clearly still not be the right placefor them. However their similarity to the elements means they are best kept in 781.2 to781.26."Study, teaching, performances" at 780.7 and "performance techniques" at 781.43seem to overlap somewhat, so clearer instructions are needed on the specific scope andfunction of these, if they are not in fact duplicating each other. Also connected withperformance techniques is harmonisation at 781.436. This is unnecessary because itshould be expressed by a synthesis of 781.43 and harmony, 781.25, to make 781.431 25."Continuo (thorough bass)" is classified with accompaniment at 781.439, but it could
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be given its own number, or else be expressed by a synthesis of 781.43 and chords, 781.252,to make 781.431 252, while referring books dealing with the harmonic theory of figuredbass to 781.25, harmony. It would seem a book on score reading at the keyboard shoulduse 781.43, performance techniques, as well as 786, keyboard instruments, and 781.423,visual techniques, to make 786.143 142 3. The use here of both 781.43 as well as 781.423,which many librarians are unlikely to think of in practice, let alone tolerate, could havebeen avoided if the "techniques for acquiring musical skills and learning a repertoire",like score reading and memorisation, under 781.42, had been regarded in a more generalsense as performance techniques as BCM did in principle. There is nothing for voiceproduction under techniques except breathing and resonance at 781.45, while possibleinstrumental techniques are elaborated at greater length.The analysis in 781.5 - 781.6 is quite poor. This facet is called "character", yet it is infact two facets: functional music in 781.5 and 781.63 - 781.69, and style in 781.62 whichis called "Traditions of music". The latter is clearly different to the former as it consists offolk, jazz, pop music and different traditions of art music. The remainder of this "charac-ter" facet consists of functional music for various specific times, settings, media and"specific kinds of music". This last phrase is very vague but it is made up of sacred anddramatic music, music accompanying public entertainments including dance andballet, and music accompanying activities and stages of life. There are also programmemusic at 781.66 and patriotic music at 781.69 which are more problematical, but theycan be defined as functional: music to portray a programme and music to show andinspire patriotism, but are these really needed? It is difficult to imagine how and when touse programme music for printed music, particularly when Symphonic Poems areenumerated at 781.843. The question of a style facet was not a problem in the BCMclassification because music of non-European traditions was kept apart, at BZ and Z,while folk, jazz and pop music were largely undeveloped. To have the style facet inbetween two parts of the function facet in the Proposed revision naturally breaks the logicalflow, especially when "music in theatre settings" at 781.557 overlaps with dramaticmusic, 781.64, and music accompanying public entertainments, 781.65. It would alsohave been better if "music accompanying customary actions and stages of life cycle" at781.68 had been placed in the schedules before sacred music at 781.63, which wouldhave enabled music for baptisms, bar mitzvahs, etc. to have been collocated by religionrather than stage of life cycle.Folk music at 781.622 is organised primarily by racial, ethnic group while Western pop,781. 624, and jazz, 781.626, are organised by the various styles: but these are all crammedin! In 781.63, the breakdown of sacred music is by religion, church year and Christiandenomination. Christianity is very cramped in 781.632 while other religions are foundin 781.633 - 781.639: this distribution of notation would hardly seem justified by literarywarrant, even though its catholicity of scope is to be applauded. While the church yearneeds to be enumerated (why has harvest been specified at 781.534 and not here?), couldit not have been placed in 781.53 to coincide with "music for the seasons", as it was inthe 1975 report.' To have just one table for times of the year would be much better,while synthesis with other facets would keep the sacred and secular apart.According to the rule under 781.2 - 781.9, you can not add something from 781.7 (e.g.variation form) to something later in 781 (e.g. the concerto and the other genre), yet Ican see no reason why!The primary facets of vocal music in 782 - 783 are dramatic or nondramatic; size ofvocal ensemble (i.e. choral; ensemble - by number of solo voices; or solo); types of voice;accompanied or not; form. Regrettably with choral music, it is unable to express unisonsinging (as in the BCM classification), the number of parts in a choir (as in the BCMAlternative schedule) or the presence of solo voices (as in the latest inconsistently thought-

out additions to the BCM classification5).Dramatic vocal forms are at 782.1, as also is opera, defined as "musical vocal formsin which the action is predominantly in the music, whether or not dialogue is involved",while musical plays at 782.14 are defined "musical vocal forms in which the action ispredominantly outside the music. Including ballad operas, musicals, revues". Thesesound quite sensible, but the definitions break down when you try to work out whatthen are operettas at 782.12 and singspiels at 782.13? Are Die Zauberflote and Der Frei-schfitz opera or singspiel, and where does opera-comique come in all this? Perhaps thetime has now come for 20th century musicals and musical plays also to be enumeratedseparately from the other musical plays.No executant is expressed with dramatic vocal forms except, obviously, they are vocal,while with non-dramatic vocal music accompaniment is expressed before form, whichwill not please everyone. However, as it is only specified whether non-dramatic vocalmusic is accompanied or not, and not what sort of accompaniment, there is no prominentseparation of vocal and full scores, as occurred with the BCM classification. While thepossibility of integration of vocal scores and full scores should be a requirement of asubject classification and is therefore most welcome (it can only be done 'illegally', withBCM), it is regrettable that there is no allowance for the many libraries who have toseparate vocal scores and full scores, if not miniature scores as well, to ensure optimumuse of shelf space. Libraries desiring to make this separation will now be forced to makeseparate sequences by using different letters in front of the number.The further treatment of sacred music, that of sacred vocal music in 782.2 -782.3, isbroken down again by religion, liturgy, services of Christian denominations, texts andforms. There are distinct limitations to the possible synthesis in this section. It is notpossible to add any of the liturgical forms and specific texts from 782.29 - 782.298 to the"Services (Liturgy and ritual): musical settings of prescribed texts of specific religions"of the various denominations and religions of 782.322 and 782.33 -782.39. Thus Psalmsin Jewish settings of the Psalms and chant in Islamic or Anglican chant can not beexpressed. (It could be made clearer whether all liturgical forms and specific texts, butnot sacred vocal forms in 782.22 - 782.28, are to be regarded as part of a service, otherwiseclassifiers will have considerable problems.) With liturgical forms and specific textsorganised by denominational services, it creates the strange situation where Christian"specific liturgies", on the other hand, are treated in opposite fashion with the sameliturgies collocated first in 782.323 - 782.326, and only then subdivided by denomination.For example, Common of the Mass is 782. 323 2, so a Roman catholic example wouldbe 782.323 216 322, while an Anglican example would be 782.323 216 323. (If thisnotation seems long, remember the executant has yet to be stated!)These contrasting ways of organising forms, texts and liturgies will not satisfy thosewho wish to stress the denomination and religion, or those who wish to stress the form.In any case, those who wish to stress the denomination or religion will probably not behappy because this facet, like others, has to take a secondary place to executant and, inthe case of literature, the composer as well: they will have to find their informationthrough an index and catalogue.The main reason for this confusion of practice in Christian services of specific denomi-nations at 782.322 is that this area is in fact a duplication of 781.632, sacred music ofspecific denominations. Music for a service or a religion is a matter of function, therefore782.322 and 782.33 - 782.39 should not be listed among vocal forms and executants.The religious-denominational facet should only be expressed by synthesis with 781.63.The scheme as it stands will clearly not satisfy those who wish to stress the religious-denominational facet, so this suggestion will at least please those who regard form andliturgy as more important. Those who want to keep music of non-Western religions
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separate can always do this by use of 789.9. So 782.2 - 782.3 could be left with sacredvocal forms, texts and liturgy. Forms by definition are primarily form, while texts andliturgy are both form and functional music. Because form is stressed more than functionin these schedules, it would therefore be best if texts and liturgy were considered as formalong with the sacred vocal forms.One serious objection can be made to the Proposed -revision and the BCM classification:their treatment of form. Form is a facet of music, but when you start referring to "instru-mental forms", or even worse, "sacred vocal forms", this ceases to be a statement of afacet but of a synthesis (in these cases: executant and form; and function, executant andform), and this is immediately limiting the flexibility of the scheme. It is impossible toexpress a masque for orchestra or a madrigal for string quartet with the Proposed revision,while it is possible to express a symphony for unaccompanied choir, although this isachieved one feels more by accident than design and it means adding something hier-archically under "instrumental forms" to a vocal executant. (The BCM classificationas originally designed allowed scope for combination of instrumental executant with a'vocal' form and to a lesser extent vocal executant with 'instrumental' form, but recentchanges have made these much more difficult.) Other 'illicit' synthesis is necessary if youwant to talk about sonata form or fugue in connection with vocal music. More serioustherefore with the Proposed revision is the inability to express a 'vocal' form in connectionwith an instrumental executant. This is a major failing when in the late twentieth centurywe see well established forms now treated in quite different ways. Why can not a facetedclassification scheme be developed which gives one list of forms, including all those thatare usually vocal or instrumental, without any statement of executant being made in thispart of the scheme? Yet this list could certainly be organised to collocate those forms thatare usually associated with one type of executant because this is the way they would bewanted on a hypothetical shelf. These materials would still hardly ever appear next toeach other on the shelves because they would be scattered by synthesis with the executantfacet. In fact, this one list of forms should prove very interesting as it could show theinterrelation of some renaissance and baroque vocal and instrumental forms, such as thechanson and canzona, chorale and chorale prelude. This list would have to consist ofthose forms at present listed in the Proposed revision at 781.8 - 781.993, 782.1 - 782.298,782.323 - 782.326 and 782.4 - 782.48. Also removed, as well as the statement of 'vocal'or 'instrumental', would be 'sacred' and 'secular' because these should be specified bysynthesis with the function (or as it is at present "character") facet.Other problems occur over the problem of definition of a form. Fugue is listed at781.952 under contrapuntal instrumental forms. While fugue is often a specific form,there are many more occasions when that formal shape is lacking but the technique isfugal. Fugue, like serialism, should therefore be treated primarily as a technique, or asan organising form (like ternary form) as it is in the BCM classification, rather than asa form-genre. A book on fugue should be much closer to a book on counterpoint thana book on the concerto or the suite. There will however presumably still need to be anentry for fugues in the form-genre list, but only to be used for specific printed music suchas the Bach Preludes and fugues, while the Hoist Fugal concerto should be form: Concerto,and technique (or organising form): fugue.The BCM classification and the Proposed revision have always noted the distinctionbetween form-genre and organic form (such as ternary form) which can be used toorganise music of any form-genre. If as suggested here, fugue should be listed twice, asa form-genre in specific circumstances and as a technique or organising form, shouldnot also rondo and variation receive similar treatment as organising forms and form-genre? This suggestion strictly speaking is correct in distinguishing between a Rondoand rondo form, yet from a pragmatic point of view, it may not be worthwhile for the

confusion it is liable to create in any schedule.Much more serious in the Proposed revision is the departure from the BCM classificationin not maintaining a difference between sonata form and the Sonata as a corm-genre,which are both placed at 781.83 under instrumental form-genre. Not only does it makeit illogical to use sonata form in connection with vocal music, but it makes it impossibleto express the use of sonata form in Sonatas, such as those of Beethoven. It surely fails torealise the considerable difference between the Sonata as a form-genre and sonata formas an organising form. Similarly, a point can be made that the 'symphonic idea' shouldalso be listed as an organising form alongside sonata form, leaving the Symphony as aform-genre. The Symphony, 781.84 is at least now given its own number, rather thanthe same one as the Sonata as in BCM, which should make life easier for the indexer.Returning to vocal music, and to its treatment of executant, 782.5 is designated theplace for music "equally for choral or part-song performance", as is 784.2 for instru-mental music of similar indecision. These are thoughtful recommendations, but it is ashame there is not a similar recommendation for music where the uncertainty is betweenknowing whether the executant is vocal or instrumental.Both choral, ensemble and solo sections of vocal music can express quite specificallythe types of voice required, including such as changing voices for children, and sprech-gesang. However, there are going to be considerable problems in classifying early music,particularly solo, in deciding whether the treble executants are women, children or men.Rather curiously, perhaps wisely with the public library in mind, ensemble combinationsat 783.1 are collocated first by the number of solo parts, and only secondly by type ofvoice. This is an interesting change from the BCM classification where the reverse wastrue, but instrumental chamber music, 785, is still organised by type of instrumentalcombination first and then size. The organisation of synthesis between 782.5 and 783.9is well done as can be seen in the following examples of carols, 782.28, for various combi-nations:
Carol for accompanied (5) choir (782.5)• • unaccompanied (55) male voice choir (782.8)• • accompanied (5) soprano (782.66) trio (783.13)• • unaccompanied (55) child treble (783.76)

782.552 8782.855 28783.136 652 8783.765 528
Regrettably an inconsistency does occur in the vocal music section regarding thecommitment to express a full executant when using a form: the inconsistency concernsthe accompaniment. An accompanied (5) motet (782.26) for choir (782.5) is 782.552 6,while an unaccompanied (55) motet for choir is 782.555 26. However, under the rulesfor synthesis at 782.5 and 783.12 - "class treatises not emphasizing the presence orabsence of accompaniment, scores and recordings combining accompanied and unac-companied selections in 2- 4" - an anthology or a recording of accompanied and unac-companied motets and a book about choral motets would thus go at 782.526. To havethree possible classifications, rather than two, for choral motets is not helpful. Surely tohave a rule "if in doubt, classify as accompanied" would be much better. Looking backat the 1975 report,' this is practically the system employed there, with the additionalfeature of music for accompanied mixed choir placed in 782.2- 782.4 and unaccompaniedin 782.5. Thus a general book on the oratorio at 782.23 would then be next to scores oforatorios for accompanied mixed choir. This meant general treatises of vocal forms wereclassified with music for accompanied mixed choir, and all forms were treated as ifaccompanied unless specified otherwise. The result of this in the 1975 report scheduleswas much shorter notation:
The motet: an anthology 7 8 2 . 2 6
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Motet for accompanied choir 782.26Carol for accompanied choir 782.28Motet for unaccompanied choir 782.526Carol for unaccompanied male voice choir 782.8528• • • • accompanied soprano trio 783.136628• • unaccompanied boy treble 783.76528

9

As the Proposed revision has not been organised on the principle of the unique notationfor form being stated in the schedules independent of an implied executant, for which Ihave argued earlier, it seems a shame that the schedule of the 1975 report has not beenimplemented here. It was certainly pragmatic, even if not in line with the niceties ofclassification theory at its best. What is certain, all material placed between 782.6 and783.99 could be regarded as accompanied, unless specified otherwise! This wouldreduce classification numbers in this area by one character, because accompanimentwould not need to be stated in the number, and then unaccompanied could be expressedby only one "5", instead of the present "55" in the published schedule!In "Full (Symphony) orchestra", 784.2 and "other orchestral combinations andband", 784.3 - 784.9, a good new aspect is the ability to express a "featured executant"with the various orchestras and bands, whether that featured executant be vocal orinstrumental. For example a military band, 784.83, with a soprano solo, 783.66, wouldbe 784.831 366, although presumably a vocal score would go at 783.665. However, twodifferent systems of enumeration and synthesis are used for expressing the presence of afeatured executant. The system at 784.2 has shorter notation, while the system for 784.3 -784.9 is much more precise. The enumeration of 784.2 could have been much morerational if for featured executant, 784.22 - 784.28 had been made mnemonic with 782 -788. 784.3, 784.7 and 784.9 could be similarly organised. There is 784.22 for "orchestrawith vocal parts", at last solving the problem of conscience over such as Beethoven'sninth Symphony and Hoist's the Planets. (When will a scheme take the next step ofsupplying the vocal indication of SchOnberg's second and Milhaud's third StringQuartets?) As the example of soprano solo and military band shows, there is a distinctproblem for the classifier in knowing when to classify such an item as orchestral/bandmusic, or whether to classify it as accompanied vocal music: a definition and instructionwould be most welcome here.At 784.24, "Orchestra with two or more solo instruments", there is the additionalcomment "Including concerti grossi". Does this mean all Concerti grossi should beplaced here, as would seem to be implied by the index? Many librarians will place mostConcerti grossi under chamber or string orchestra, 784.3 or 784.7, but should there notbe a number for Concerto grosso under concerto forms at 781.86? There will still remainthe question of whether to classify the concertino group as a 'featured executant' or not:perhaps the discriminating factor should be whether the solo instruments come fromwithin the orchestra, or appear to be .added to it.Instrumental chamber music at 785 is organised primarily by type of ensemble:ensembles formed by combinations of instruments from two or more of the specifiedgroups (keyboard, electrophones, percussion, woodwind, brass and strings - unfortunatelynot able to specify any particular instruments, as with BCM) in 785.2 - 785.5. Music forone of those groups of instruments, or a multiple number of the same instrument, areplaced in 785.6 - 785.9 (mnemonic with 786 to 788.9). Size of ensemble is expressedsecondarily to this. In 785.6 - 785.9, instructions are given for music for two (785.12)pianos (785.62) to make 785.621 2, but no instruction is given anywhere in the scheduleson what to do with music for one piano, four hands. It seems such music has to be classifiedwith piano solo, because according to the rule at 785.1, with the exception of the per-

cussion instruments of 786.8, it is the number of instruments that count, not the numberof performers.With this last exception, the arrangement of chamber music is sufficient, but somelarge libraries will not be happy that they can not specify and differentiate the presenceof specific instruments, while some libraries would have preferred to have the option offiling under something more readily ascertained, like the size of ensemble (as in vocalensemble music), rather than general types of instrumental grouping. The way ofarranging by instrumental grouping, as here, is really a completely enumerative systemeven though there are mnemonic features. The technique of faceted classification is idealfor expressing compound groups (such as oboe with string trio), if not individual instru-ments (oboe, violin, viola and cello), in a chamber ensemble, but the full potential ofsuch a system has yet to be exploited. The nearest any major scheme has come to this sofar is the "0" in the Alternative schedule and Auxiliary table la in the BCM classifica-tion. As it is with the Proposed revision of 780 music, quartets for oboe and strings, clarinetand strings, woodwind trio and 'cello, etc., will all be classified together. This will be noproblem for a small music library, but the options offered by the BCM classificationallowed scope for much larger collections as well.The instrumental schedules in 786 - 788 are ordered according to the principles of theSachs-Hornbostel classification' for musical instruments. Some of the terminology (e.g.idiophones, aerophones) is difficult to comprehend: the percussion section in 786.8 isabout the worst, being understandable but difficult to approach with confidence. Theunmusical classifier in particular will have problems. Otherwise the area is well thoughtout, with 786.99 being assigned for "Devices used for percussion effects. Examples:whips, motor horns, sirens, popguns".In the 19th edition of the DDC3, as well as UDC7 and LC 8, all music for keyboardstring instruments is classified together. The Proposed revision, like the BCM classification,departs from that procedure and places "music for unspecified keyboard instrument"at 786, with piano music at 786.2, clavichords at 786.3 and harpsichords at 786.4. Thiswill cause problems for the classifier and many library users. While the upsurge ofinterest in early music probably justifies harpsichord music being classified separately,it may be more expedient to have music for unspecified keyboard instrument classifiedwith piano music, or else have all keyboard music, except organ music, composed beforecirca 1750 classified with the harpsichord music. Electric organ at 786.59 is separatedfrom organ at 786.5, so why has electric guitar not been given a separate number fromguitar at 787.84, as this is surely justified by literary warrant.A recurrent problem of classification in the chamber and instrumental area is how totreat a multiple number of one instrument with or without accompaniment. While it islogical and consistent to classify this music, such as music for four violins and piano, aschamber music for keyboard and strings, 785.28, with a quintet, 785.15, to make785.281 5, it is not necessarily the most desirable place to put such a combination. Inpublic libraries and some conservatoires, it would be more welcome alongside violinmusic. This is the system of arrangement in the BCM classification, where even multiplesof the same group, such as brass quartet or string orchestra, would not appear withchamber music or orchestral music, but with brass and string music respectively. 'theselast two examples may be less justifiable, but there should certainly be an option ofhaving music for multiple numbers of the same instrument classified next to music forthat instrument solo.Another problem that is most apparent in the area of chamber music, whether vocalor instrumental, is how to arrange foci within a facet. To progress from small to the largeand complex always seems the more satisfactory, sensible and, as far as faceted classifica-tion is concerned, it makes retroactive synthesis much easier. The principle of a trio
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following a duo, or music for accompanied violin to follow music for solo violin can beseen in some in-house developed schemes and others, such as McCo1vin9, Dickinson"and Pethes.11 Of all the other major schemes, the BCM classification and the penultimatedraft revision of VV/VX Bliss' are the only ones to go consistently from large to small.LC9 and first edition Bliss' are inconsistent, while DDC .193, UDC' and the Proposedrevision are overall in favour of large to small, but when they come face to face with theproblems of instrumental chamber music and part songs, they use a small (duos) to largearrangement. Thus their overall system of arrangement of size of executant is largest(orchestra, choir), small (duos) to larger (nonets, etc.), smallest (solos). This is not perhapsthe most sensible arrangement, but it may well be more desirable than the consistentlarge to small of BCM. But why can it not be like McColvin, Dickinson and Pethes?A very disappointing feature of the Proposed revision is its inability to distinguishbetween accompanied instrumental solos and unaccompanied. This synthesis waspossible in the 1975 report schedules' but has since been dropped, presumably in theinterests of shorter notation. It seems peculiar to be able to specify accompaniment forvocal music and not for instrumental. This possible synthesis, even if only optional,should be reintroduced with the additional feature of being able to express continuoaccompaniment, and cleared up with the problem of more than one performer on oneinstrument.Along with the proposed introduction of a fully faceted structure to the DDC, theother most innovative feature is the introduction of tables for composers at 789. Thesetables are for composers only: other musicians are classified by the use of 780.92, andaspects of composers' lives not to do with their compositions, e.g. Boulez as a conductor,are not classified in 789. The tone of the instructions seems very cautious in case theyset a precedent for similar personality tables in other fields, but the composer approachto music is so important that this is essential. The schedules state that these tables shouldonly be used for the literature of music ("Class scores, parts, recordings of music ofindividual composers in 781 - 788"), but at the one day-course" on the use of theseschedules, it was pointed out that there is no reason why you can not use them also forprinted music or recordings if you want to collocate music by composer. Whereas themost general of anthologies of music should presumably be put at 781, it is left veryuncertain where you should put the collected works of a composer if not at 789.There are two basic approaches to the composer tables: to class them into one of sixhistorical periods, or as one alphabetic sequence. This historical approach will not,I suspect, be adopted very widely, and it is based on the date a composer's first composi-tion appeared or was performed. Thus Schonberg and Hoist are not in the twentiethcentury, but are in the 1825 - 1899 period! Three methods of notation are given to eachof these two approaches: numeric, alphanumeric and alphabetical. Thus by the non-historical approach Dvor-ak can be 789.32, 789.D96 or 789.DVO. Thus Dvaik sym-phonies can be 789.321 421 84, 789.D96 142 184 or 789.DVO 421 84.When the alphabetical notation is used, note that no facet indicator is used immediatelyafter it, thus shortening the notation. Also, letter notation will provide shorter notationthan numbers in a large collection overall. So the alphabetical notation has much to besaid for it. But because letters have not been a part of the DDC notation, it is understand-able there is some reluctance to make this the preferred method. If the historical approachis wanted, notation in many cases is one character longer: Dvoi-ak is 789.533, 789.5D9 6or 789.5DV 0.No explanation has been given how the 300 composers listed were chosen, but it isquite international in scope with names such as Hsing-hui Hsien, SrInivasanayaka andRantaro Taki. Some others included are John Denver, Elton John and Charles Aznavour.Names such as Finzi and Berio are omitted, but it is interesting to note of the 151 listed

in the 1975 report', Arcadelt, Spohr and Wesley are among others 'dropped'. The formof names claims to be based on AACR 1, yet there are references from Tchaikovsky andWarlock to Chaikovskii and Heseltine!The schedules recommend books on unlisted composers should be placed at 789 ifusing the alphabetical approach, or at the period number if using the historical approach(e.g. Berio at 789.6), while a biographical book on several composers goes at 780.92.The latter seems undesirable, and the former two positions unrealistic. Libraries will bestrongly tempted to concoct their own numbers for composers not listed to interfile withthose that are listed, rather than create two (or twelve) sequences for composers. Somemay well interfile books on other musicians in this sequence as well. While it cannot bepractical to include a growing list of composers in each future edition of the DDC, amuch larger authority file will be needed. This should be set up at the Library of Congressand a new version or list of additions circulated regularly to those requesting it: otherwisethe idea of standardisation for the numbers will be lost. It would also be a good idea ifthe composer table was tolerant of major alternatives because matters of Heseltine versusWarlock are really a matter for the cataloguer. It is also to be hoped the need for thesealternatives will diminish with time, while there will be increasing international stan-dardisation in the form of names."Traditions of music" is again found at 789.9, with the extra comment "Use of thisnumber and its subdivision is optional: prefer 781 - 789.8". 789.92 - 789.99 is basicallythe same as 781.622 - 781.629, but if material is classified in 789.9, music of one traditionwill be brought together rather than scattered through the executants, while the execu-tant and other facets can still be expressed within that tradition. Thus a library wantingto keep all its Western pop music together can put it at 789.94, or devote 781 - 789.8 toWestern pop music and classify other musical material in 789.9. It is possible somelibraries will want to use some parts of 789.9 and some parts of 781.62: for instanceclassify Western folk music in 781 - 789.8, but classify non-Western folk music and allother non-Western music in 789.9. It is worth noting the notation in 789.9 is one charac-ter shorter than in 781.62. Also, although there is no mention of this in the publishedschedules, unlike the 1975 report', if the wholly alphabetical notation with the alphabeticapproach (rather than the historical) is used for composers in 789, there is no reason whyyou cannot shorten the notation of 789.92 - 789.99 to 789.2 - 789.9, further shorteningthe notation where it can be most lengthy. It would seem wise for the schedule at 789.99and 781.629, "non-Western art music", to be organised by Table 5 of volume one of the19th edition of the DDC, "Racial, ethnic, national groups", before applying any othersynthesis. This would enable a book on Indian vocal music to be next to a book on Indianinstrumental music, not one on Japanese vocal music.My personal recommendation on the use of 789 For the vast number of music librarieswould be to use the alphabetic approach and alphabetical notation for composers, andalso classify collected editions of composers' works using this notation. 789.2, 789.3 and789.9 should then be used concerning all non-Western music, whether literature, scoresor recordings. If a library wanted to emphasise its collection of Western folk, pop andjazz, these should then be placed at 789.2, 789.4 and 789.6.Lengthy notation is one consequence of using numbers, but the notation in 781.62(traditions of music), 781.63 (sacred music) and 782.3 (services and liturgy) is extremelylong, and this in areas that are likely to be well used. Little material in these areas willrequire less than six numbers, while an example of Christmas carols for unaccompaniedmale voice choir needs 14: 782.855 281 632 93. The schedules recommend no more thanthree facets ever to be combined (yet even the Christmas carol example only has three),but this is really a decision for the classifier. What is more likely to happen in manylibraries is the classifier will have a cut off point of say 6 or 9 decimal places.
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Printing mistakes are few, while the index is good, but some useful terms have beenomitted including Braille, biography, magnificat, theory and tutor.The appearance of such a classification scheme as the Proposed revision for music hasbeen long overdue. It is to be hoped we have now seen the last publication of the old 780music schedule of the DDC. Music libraries have laboured too long because of the poortreatment given to music in the major classification schemes, while the BCM classificationsuffered by being designed for a bibliography of somewhat limited scope rather than forshelf use. The Proposed revision does go into considerable detail overall but it is less flexiblethan the BCM classification concerning alternative schedules. It is also more limited inits ability to specify executant, particularly with instrumental chamber music andaccompaniment in choral and instrumental music.Lengthy criticisms have been made because it is still only a proposed revision, andthere is every possibility for improvements to be implemented before the hoped forinclusion of this schedule in the 20th edition of the DDC. There are still some weaknessesin the scheme, an excess of necessary detail in certain areas of 781, particularly 781.2,and most especially a murkiness of thought in the facet analysis in 781 and 782. Untilthe problems are recognised, there can be little room for improvement. The problemsof facet analysis and construction of faceted classification schemes for music have yetto be fully solved in principle.With the greatly varying classification needs of music libraries, what is still needed isa classification which provides considerable flexibility in facet order, in such areas astechnique, composer, choral and chamber music. So any other new scheme must be ableto do things that the Proposed revision, and to a lesser extent the BCM classification, cannot do, yet are demanded by music libraries at large. Whereas music classificationschemes in use at present are so numerous, due to the poor quality of the major classifica-tion schemes' coverage of music, the Proposed revision and hopefully the 2nd edition ofthe Bliss bibliographic classification when completed will create the means for a muchgreater standardisation of music classification.The work of Russell Sweeney and John Clews is to be applauded and warmly welcomed,and we as music librarians must express our approval if we are to see the survival andmaintenance of this scheme. The Proposed revision is practically a very good classificationscheme. It is well designed (in subject detail and in instructions for use) for the classifierand will satisfy the needs of users of music libraries to a much greater extent than anyprevious major classification scheme. The scheme should not perhaps be quite welcomedwith open arms, even if the BLBSD have now adopted it in the BCM bibliography. Alibrary faced with the dilemma of using the scheme or not must face the possibility thatthe scheme may never be adopted properly into the DDC, or that on its adoption sub-stantial changes may have been made. But be that as it may, any library which adoptsit will be using an excellent scheme, the best available, well geared to the needs of usersand librarians.

FOOTNOTES:
1. Coates, E. J. The British catalogue of music classification London: Council of the British NationalBibliography, 1960.2. The text of a paper on this project by John Clews was published in Brio 12 (1975) 7 - 14.3. Dewey, Melvil Dewey decimal classification  and relative index Edition 19, ed. by Benjamin A. Custer.3 vols. Albany, N.Y.: Forest Press, 1979.4. Sweeney, Russell and Clews, John Dewey decimal classification class 780 music "phoenix": report of aproject ... Leeds: Leeds Polytechnic, 1975.5. See British catalogue of music (1980) p. [v].

6. Hornbostel, E.M. and Sachs, C. Classification of musical instruments. Galpin Society journal 14 (1961)3 29.7. Universal Decimal Classification UDC 78 music English full ed. London: British Standards Institu-tion, 1971.8. Library of Congress. Subject Cataloging Division Classification. Class M: music and books on music3rd ed. Washington: L.C., 1978.9. See McColvin, Lionel Roy and Reeves, Harold Music libraries rev. by Jack Dove. Vol.!. London,Andre Deutsch, 1965. p.50 - 61.10. Bradley, Carol June The Dickinson classification: a cataloguing & classificationmanual for music Carlisle,Pa.: Carlisle Books, 1968.11. Pethes, Ivan A flexible classification system of music and literature on music Budapest: Centre of LibraryScience and Methodology, 1967.12. Bliss, Henry Evelyn Bliss bibliographic classification 2nd ed., rev. by J. Mills and Vanda Broughton.Bliss classification revision: penultimate draft schedule for class VV/ V X - music. London: School of Librarian-ship, The Polytechnic of North London, [197 - ].13. Bliss, Henry Evelyn A bibliographic classification 4 vols. New York: H.W. Wilson, 1940-1953.14. "Phoenix 780": an introduction to the proposed revision of Dewey 780: a one day course. 7th May1981. Held at the Library Association ... in association with IAML.
Russell Sweeney has promised a reply to this article in the next issue. Other comments are welcome,but should be sent to the Branch's Cataloguing and Classification Subcommittee, secretary ChrisPhillips, Hereford City Library, Broad St, Hereford HR4 9AV. Several critics have commentedthat Phoenix Dewey is more suited for a classified catalogue than as a way of arranging materialon the library shelves; a report from any library using the system would be most welcome. Editor

LEGACY BOOKSPO BOX 494HATBORO PA 19040USA
We can supply any in-print book on generalmusic or folk music published in the U.S.
Send for our "Sampler of American Music"and a complimentary copy of COME-ALL-YE,a book review paper on new books infolk music and its peripheries.

Inquiries invited.
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ON THE MARKING OF BORROWED ORCHESTRAL PARTS

Paul Udloff
Whether orchestras borrowing orchestral material from public libraries should orshould not erase their markings before returning the music is, in these troubled times,an almost desperately trivial question. Yet the arguments pertaining to the questionhave wider ramifications which make it appropriate for discussion.Let us, therefore, look at the teacup in which the storm is raging. On the one hand theorchestral librarian sits, rubber in hand, taking out that useful split bowing and thatpianissimo which makes sense of the balance; or he may even be restoring the samewhere it was previously marked knowing that, as the paper is now impossibly thin, thiswill be the last time that he can do so. On the other hand, the equally hapless publiclibrarian confronts a set of parts which has broken the rules and he, also, sets to with therubber against the appalling scrawls and scribble..I believe that intelligent markings enhance the usefulness of the music, and that takingthem out is therefore destructive in every way. The public librarian, more often an all-rounder than a specialist in these matters, understandably brackets the marking oforchestral parts with the defacing of books. Unfortunately, there are instances where heis right to do so - those in which the markings are made in hard pencil, so difficult toerase, or those showing such signs of inexperience or difficulty in playing as written outwind and brass transpositions or extensive string fingerings which, sophisticated orotherwise, are personal to the individual and potentially disconcerting to anyone else.These problems, together with untidiness, unavoidable when players have to quicklymark their parts in rehearsal, all contribute towards the public librarian's chagrin.The quality of what is added to a set of parts depends partly on the conductor, partlyon the leader, and partly on the skill and experience of the individual player. Thepresent high standard of amateur musical activity, reflecting the post-1945 boom inmusical education, has produced, among other things, amateur conductors, otherwiseteachers or performers, who are thoroughly professional in outlook, often hovering onthe perimeter of the professional magic circle. These conductors, an ever-increasingproportion among those who use the public libraries' parts, lack only the ambition,experience or lucky break of the professional. Such a conductor will see to it that manybasic, sensible markings go into the parts, albeit sometimes in a haphazard fashion.Many orchestras, especially professional ones with small libraries (which incidentallyneed the public loan system to justify their music budgets as much as the libraries need,the orchestras to. justify the continuation of the service), have the services of someonewith the leisure and hopefully the soft pencils to prepare the parts carefully for perform-ance. Given further adjustments made during rehearsal, the public librarian, if he didbut know it, now has a good set of working material to lend to the next orchestra.But if parts of standard repertoire works open to 'interpretation' are marked, are thosemarks not going to be radically altered by each interpreter? We accept nowadays thatthe letter of the composer's intentions as we find it in an urtext edition is a useful tool inour efforts to realize the spirit. The idea of a great, latter-day Stokowskian individualistprojecting his lively ego into a public library orchestral set is somewhat far-fetched. Thevery fact that a new book on the topic of textual confusion and error in the orchestralrepertoire, Orchestral Variations by Norman del Mar (Eulenberg, 1981), has beenpublished in paperback shows how widespread is the interest in the composer's text; itis now less likely that far-reaching 'interpretative' alterations will go into the parts.Let us now consider what actually is marked. What we may call primary changes areall those wrong or ambiguous notes, rhythms, phrasings, articulation marks and

dynamics which Norman del Mar discusses in his book; his wide selection of works couldno doubt be greatly extended, as it is evident that standard editions have many errors.The secondary changes are those which clarify the composer's basic text, making itimmediately playable. These are concerned with dynamics, note lengths, bowings,beats and cuts.Dynamics: The problems of internal balance are caused by the acoustic of a particularhall but also by imprecise dynamics as marked by the composer, and the ineffectivenessof his orchestration. Schumann's Third Symphony, with its abundant doublings, is afamous example of a work in which discreet dynamic changes can help to avoid uncleartextures.Note Lengths: Staccato marks, wedges, dots, lines or accents are relative, and haveto be judged in terms of their significance in the musical texture as well as in relation tothe hall's acoustic. Adjustments in the marking will be made accordingly.Bowing: This is often problematic, and therefore one orchestra will always be gratefulfor the solutions passed on by another even if they are then altered. A composer such asBrahms may notate in an open-ended way, preferring to show the essence of his intentionsin long phrases rather than break those phrases down into bowings. Once an orchestrahas made the necessary divisions the next players may well keep to those divisions eve,nthough they have decided to bow the passage in the opposite direction. Though anorchestra using old instruments would often prefer to tackle problems of bowing bystarting with an unaltered text, modern orchestras generally prefer bowed parts to virgincopies. All the above might also be said of the wind players' occasional breath marks.Beats: The number of beats per bar is another commonplace of marking which, for allthe variation between different conductors' tempi, may be useful to the next orchestra.Ritardando and stringendo marks can also be carried over; these are normally veryinfrequent.Cuts: These were often made in the days of over long concerts prepared on shortrehearsal time but are happily almost obsolete in the concerts of today. Among the fewremaining victims is the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto.Erasing shortens the life of the copy while markings left in the parts normally, at least,clarify the problems for the next orchestra. None of us wants to face music scribbled overin hard pencil, and it is right that the librarian should warn the borrower against badmarking. But every time a formerly pristine set of parts is returned to the librariancopiously and conscientiously marked, we should hope that he will be duly grateful.

PHOTOTYPESETTING
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BRIO; The Wigmore Hall; The Songmakers' Almanac;The Early Music Network; Early Music News;The Lute Society; Nova Music Ltd.
Helpful advice and estimates given:Peter Williamson, 58 Princedale Road, London W11 4NLTelephone: 01-727 6339
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WEEKEND STUDY SCHOOL AND CONFERENCE, NOTTINGHAMFRIDAY 16 TO MONDAY 19 APRIL 1982

"Nottingham 1982" covered a wide range of topics from the primitive rhythms of Afro-Caribbean music to the superb quality of digital discs.The Conference opened with Sebastian Clarke, freelance journalist and author ofJah Music', giving a vivid talk on African music, Caribbean music and Afro-Americanmusic. Those who were sleepy from travelling were soon revived by the exciting drum-ming. In fact, the use of drumming by the African slaves was banned by the slave masters."The musical heritage of black people in the New World is essentially African", saidMr. Clarke. Slaves were taken from Africa and transported to the New World. Therhythmic bass used in the Caribbean was definitely African. Music was used in a varietyof circumstances such as birth or death and the artist also attempted to comment onproblems. Jazz is the result of the meeting of Africa and Europe.On Saturday morning, Ivan March introduced the gathering to the digital disc.Digital recording finally became practicable at the end of the 1970s. The true digital discis a new conception. It is compact in size, revolves at 350 - 500 rpm, and runs for 80minutes. The disc has silent background, absence of distortions and pitch security.A new deck will be required, but probably not a new amplifier. A digital cassette maycome along in due course. Digital sound can be transferred to a cassette very faithfully.The quality of a digital disc will be better than the best radio broadcasts. There is talk ofa digital disc being the same price as an LP. They are due later this year.Susie Stockton spoke of folk music in the '80s. She is the National Secretary of Perform -an organisation founded in 1981 by folk musicians and folk societies throughout theUnited Kingdom to sustain the popularity of folk music in the wake of the folk-revivalmovement of the '50s, '60s and '70s. Perform stands for the 'Performance of folk and otherrelated musics'. "The folk music of this country is our heritage", she said. "It is the musicof the people." The talk was informative and factual, giving addresses of many recordcompanies handling folk records and details of directories and folk music magazines.Some local radio stations publish lists of folk clubs. Area organisers may be rung fornames of teachers of folk instruments. Susie Stockton herself provides an informationservice from 7, Greenside Drive, Hale, Cheshire.John Morehen was the first of our speakers from the music faculty of NottinghamUniversity. He described his work on producing a thematic catalogue of anonymousEnglish church music 1545 - 1645. He had investigated the various attempts to use acomputer for such catalogues, and had adapted an existing system of programmingmusical notation. The specimens he produced looked acceptable - and those who wereable to take up the offer of a visit to the computer on the Monday afternoon were mostimpressed by the machine writing out camera-ready pages of incipits.Richard Rastall, from Leeds University, but also involved with Boethius Press for thelast decade, explained the requirements of a good facsimile, warning us in passing ofvarious inferior articles which we might meet. The degree to which a reproductionneeded to look like the original varied according to the type of source; the appropriateprocess, whether monochrome, two colour or four colour printing, had to be chosen.Care needed to be taken over all stages in the process - both at photographing and print-ing. We were given a fascinating account of the processes involved, and the difficultiesof representing all that needed to be visible from the source.
The Annual General Meeting took place as usual on the Sunday afternoon. ThePresident, John May, said that we were lucky to have the international President, BrianRedfern, as a member of the United Kingdom Branch and welcomed him as an Honor-ary Member, joining Walter Stock and Alec Hyatt King.

1

"The United Kingdom Branch plays a very important part in the affairs of the Assoc-iation", reported Brian Redfern. A member of the U.K. Branch is either President orSecretary of each Commission. There is the possibility of establishing an internationalbibliography of music. Fontes interests musicologists in the affairs of the Association, butarticles are needed on topics related to public libraries.The Meeting passed the raising of the subscription from January 1983 to:£20 for Personal Members£15 for institutional members£3.50 for retired and student membersA vote was taken on the preferred name of the Branch. The chosen title is:- InternationalAssociation of Music Libraries, Archives and Documentation Centres (U.K. Branch)abbreviated to IAML (UK).It was decided that, as there is now a Meetings Sub-Committee, it was no longer neces-sary to have a Meetings Secretary. Anna Smart has therefore become Publicity Officer.The membership of the Executive Committee is printed inside the front cover of thisissue. It is hoped to organise a package tour to the Washington Conference. Bob Stevenswould be pleased to receive contributions for the Newsletter before the beginning ofSeptember.A Charitable Trust, the ERMULI Trust, has been formed for music library educa-tional activities. Appeals will be made to public bodies and individuals. In six to ninemonths it should be possible to make applications. Trustees are Miriam Miller, PamThompson, Sue Clegg and John May.Reports were given from the Sub-Committees. It is hoped to hold the 1983 Conferencein Durham from April 8 - 1 1 th, and the 1984 one in Winchester. It is expected that theOrchestral Catalogue will be published during 1982. Library Schools are increasinglydropping the music option. This is not satisfactory and is being pursued with the LA andthe Library and Information Science Committee. IAML (UK) is participating in theConference of ISME (International Society for Music Education) in Bristol in July: anexhibition is being prepared, and other activities will take place. Disquiet was expressedat the delay in the cumulation of the British catalogue of music: the Catalogue of printedmusichas not made it unnecessary.Monday morning began with an enthralling paper by Robert Pascall, another mem-ber of the Nottingham faculty, on the accuracy of the editions of Brahms. AlthoughBrahms has a reputation of having been a meticulous proof-reader, examples were shownof various inconsistencies in phrasing and dynamics which made it clear that there wasstill work for the editor to do. There was also the problem of spotting alterations made forlater printings, and deciding whether pencillings in Brahms' own copies should be incor-porated in a correct text.The Conference concluded with a talk from Peter Hemmings, Managing Director ofthe London Symphony Orchestra, on what he expects from his librarian. He began fromhis operatic experience, stressing the time-scale and the expense, particularly if prepar-ing a new translation was involved. Moving on to his present involvement, he stressedthat the librarian should be involved in the planning at an early stage, so that problemscould be sorted out before it was too late. The music librarian is expected to be at allrehearsals and performances. The librarian is often one of the longest-serving membersof the management, so tends to be a point of contact for information on the history of theorchestra, and should keep the archives. He will probably have had experience as amember of an orchestra.On the social side, the delegates enjoyed a gala dinner on the Saturday evening, themain course being 'Tournedos Rossini'. Musical entertainment was provided by the'Early Music Consort of Nottingham' between courses and at the end during coffee. On
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Sunday evening, delegates went to a concert by the 'English Sinfonia Ensemble' withGeraldine Allen (clarinet) of works by Weber, Janacek and Mozart."This has been an outstandingly successful weekend", said the President. "It hasbroken a lot of new ground. There has been splendid co-operation between the Univer-sity and IAML." Congratulations and thanks go to 'our man in Nottingham', MalcolmLewis. (The Conference Committee is looking for ways of moving him to Durham beforenext Easter!) IAML shared the University Hall with the British Association for AmericanStudies. On seeing their programme, one of our delegates was heard to remark "Theirerudite topics are as bad as ours!" Joyce M. Turner

BLACKWELL'S MUSIC SHOP
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV

Complete Works
Originally published by the Moscow State Publishers in 50 volumes,this edition has been re-issued in 103 volumes in a 12" x 9" format.
The original Russian prefaces have been translated into English,and many of the vocal works (including the Operas) will containan English translation (not in the original edition)as well as the Russian texts.
Volumes can be obtained separately, but a subscription price ofL2000 for the complete set is being offered in the U.K.
Blackwell's have managed to negotiate a special price of 0500which will be offered on all orders placed with thembefore 31st December 1982.

38 Holywell Street, Oxford, England OX1 3SW Tel: Oxford 49111

RECENT CATALOGUES
Robert Threlfall & Geoffrey Norris A catalogue of the compositions of S.Rachmaninoff ScolarPress, 1982 218 p £30.00 ISBN 0-85967-617-X
"The oeuvre of Rachmaninoff forms a classic case of a composer first subjected both tooverexposure and to comparative neglect; to popularity and to ignorance." So theauthors begin their work, dropping a hint at the difficulties before them. For, while themore popular pieces appeared in a bewildering variety of editions, the composer has,until recently, not been an object fit for academic attention; so there is a lack of biblio-graphical research to assist the cataloguer. Fortunately, Rachmaninoff seems to havelooked after his manuscripts with care - they are nearly all either in Moscow or Washing-ton; he was also an excellent proof-reader, so the editions fairly represent his intentions.The compilers have been assiduous in tracking down the significant editions, and havenearly always been successful.The works are listed in two sequences. Those with opus numbers are no problem(a note on p.18 - 19 sorts out a possible early sequence of opus numbers). Other worksappear in section II of the catalogue, grouped broadly by performance medium, andgiven a numerical sequence of the pattern II/xx. Section III lists arrangements of worksby other composers. The general lay-out is as that of Threlfall's excellent Delius cata-logue. The only inconvenient omission is duration; while no-one expects such figures tobe exact - in music of this sort so much depends on the mood of the performance andthe acoustics of the hall - a rough figure is invaluable for those planning concerts. Thereare no thematic incipits; I can imagine occasions when they might prove useful, but itwas probably not worth doubling the price of the book to include them! A useful inclu-sion is the range of songs; an unfortunate omission is the lack of information aboutorchestral parts.The authors face the problem of Russian titles in a sensible way; instead of wrestlingwith transliteration systems, they print them in Cyrillic type - always, of course, givinga translation as well. These Russian titles, however, are omitted from the index, as arethose in the appendix of French and German versions of song titles. Otherwise, nameswith familiar spellings are not changed, and the composer's own Western spelling isused. The headings to each entry seem to adopt the form of the first edition title page.A full title-page transcription is not given as such, but bibliographic information isadequate to identify editions. There are some inconsistencies. The entry for op.1 quotesthe prices from the title page, that for op.30 doesn't (unless they were omitted from thegaudy version described and added later in the black and white one now before me).But overall, this is a thoroughly commendable catalogue.
Malcolm Williamson (born 1931): a catalogue to celebrate the composer's 50th birthday. Wein-berger, 1981 35p £1.50
Williamson is a prolific composer, in a variety of styles. This catalogue displays his workin chronological order, which emphasises the difficulty in seeing any simple pattern inhis output. It is a clearly laid-out catalogue, containing all the information one expectsfrom such publishers' catalogues. There are classified lists of works, and a general index,which would have been more thorough had it included the titles of individual songs, etc,in collections: you will only find Happy thought if you know it is from From a child's garden.The classified index sometimes makes clear that a work is for unison voices, when themain entry does not tell us. Why, if we can be told that An Australian carol is included in
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Novello's anthology Sing nowell, can we not be given the same information for thearrangements of Good king Wenceslas and Ding dong merrily on high? Unpublished worksare listed separately, and there is a thorough discography.

Peter Maxwell Davies: the complete catalogue of published works. Judy Arnold (50 HogarthRd, London S.W.5) 1981 63p
Peter Maxwell Davies. (Discographies of British composers, 2) British Institute of RecordedSound, 1980 [16p] 0.50
Paul Griffiths Peter Maxwell Davies. (The contemporary composers) Robson Books,1981 196p £7.95 ISBN 0-86051-138-3 (also paperback)
Catalogues of living composers generally derive from their publishers; Judy Arnold isthe composer's "manager and personal representative". When she mentioned to methat she was compiling such a work, she seemed diffident that she was stepping beyondher normal range of experience. But in most respects, this is a competently compiled, aswell as most useful catalogue. There are, though, ways the lay-out could have beenimproved. The arrangement is alphabetic within certain broad categories. Unfortunately,the works fit into conventional categories rather awkwardly, so much cross referencing isneeded. The compiler has chosen to repeat complete entries instead of inserting shortcross-references. This wastes space (p.34, for instance, is identical with p.13), whileconfuses those who use such catalogues for their personal annotations, who will notknow which entry to use. (The latter, though, is not something which should worry alibrarian!) I would have preferred an alphabeticisation ignoring the article and numerals- it is not very helpful filing the Taverner Fantasias under "first" and "second", and setsof carols under "four" and "five". This would have mattered less if the index had includedboth forms. Another defect of the index was shown by the difficulty I had in locating theequal-voice Alma redemptoris mater. I knew it existed, since I had a copy, but it did notseem to be part of another work; only an advert on the back revealed it as being one ofa group of carols, though even that did not give Arnold's chosen title Four carols. All suchindividual titles should have appeared in the index.This catalogue differs from that in The New Grove in that it is confined to publishedworks. Grove includes some small occasional works and unpublished arrangements.But Arnold's catalogue gives much more detailed information - orchestration, timing,first performance, recordings and publication. A useful addition would have beenreference to articles on individual pieces (such as the valuable series in Tempo). Theselection of illustrations reminds us how much of the work is dramatic. I have noticedone omission. The Canon in memoriam Igor Stravinsky is included (though not the exactreference to publication in Tempo 97, with realisation in Tempo 100), but not the Canonin honorem I.S. in Tempo 81. It is a pity that no reference is made to the appearance of thecarol Ave plena gracia in the anthology Carols of today nor the fact that the Novello publica-tion of Ave Maria is explained by it being a Musical Times supplement - particularly sinceit was probably its publication there which first brought the composer before a publicwider than that generally interested in contemporary music: the correspondence whichfollowed it gives a fascinating insight into public (or at least church choirmasters') taste!These are, however, small faults. All libraries should have this catalogue, even thoughthe prolific composer is rapidly making it out of date.The BIRS discography is reprinted from Recorded Sound 77. Most of the entries are forBIRS recordings of broadcasts, but the commercially-recorded discs are also included.Particularly interesting are a series of interviews and talks by the composer from 1965

onwards. He is a brilliant talker - though sometimes I wonder if his tongue is not slightlyin his cheek - so such recording will be invaluable for future historians.Paul Griffiths' book is in three sections, the central one of which is an interview withthe composer. This is followed by a collection of the composer's own programme notes,and preceded by a chronological survey of the music. There is also an introductory 10pages on the life. This approach from several angles illuminates the subject in differentways, though at the expense of treating the same work in several different places in thebook; fortunately, the index is satisfactory. There is a list of works which, being inchronological order, neatly complements Arnold's list; details of first performance,recordings and timings are given. Interspersed in the first section are three "interludes"where Griffiths takes three important chamber works and gives them a more detailedinspection. While I am sympathetic to the idea of taking the reader further into thestructure of some works, the leap between the descriptive writing of the book as a wholeand these interludes is too great. Like the composer on his recent (Feb.21st) ITV inter-view, he over-estimates the ability of most listeners (even sympathetic ones) to followthe manipulations. I suspect that many reading this enjoyed the performance of Avemarls stella at the IAML Conference at Cambridge without worrying about the use of amagic square in the compositional process. The composer's programme note (not onereprinted in this book) seems a clearer description of what he is doing than Griffiths'."Although magic squares are generally seen as permutations of numbers, this is nomore true than with bell permutations, which are memorable by their patterns ofcourses rather than by chains of numbers. Magic squares I conceive as dance patterns,whose steps pass through 'mazes', and consequently as note patterns, memorable with-out reference to numbers." Griffiths is too ready to go into technical details withoutexplaining to the suspicious reader why the composer needs to use such devices, andhow they may be apprehended by the listener, while the composer's own analogy ofchange ringing is less fearsome. With regard to the other two pieces selected, the stringquartet seems a perverse choice, since it is not available on record; while the 7 pages onAntechrist nowhere suggest what an exhilarating work it is, nor point out the contrastbetween its superficially enjoyable nature (it mixed well with renaissance dances andBeatle songs as background music for my wedding party!) and the implications of theconcept of Antechrist for the composer in the 1960s.In general, though, this is an excellent introduction to the composer. I found it moreinformative than the Tippett volume in the same series (which competes with DavidMatthews' small study). Both have rather anaemic bindings - keep the dust jackets ifyou can. A careless production slip means that the author refers by number to unnum-bered examples; but there is no real confusion. afford Bartlett
Clifford Caesar Igor Stravinsky: a complete catalogue San Francisco Press, 1982 66p 0.95(from Boosey & Hawkes) ISBN 0-911302-41-7
There is no shortage of catalogues of Stravinsky's works: that in The New Grove is concise(but, rarely for that work, gives dates of publication), that in Eric Walter White'sStravinsky is expansive. None, though, had the convenience of lay-out of that issued byBoosey & Hawkes in 1957, which seems to have initiated the excellent series of cata-logues in similar format that cover Bartok, Britten, Shostakovich and Richard Strauss.That 1957 catalogue omitted various early works, and ended with Agon. Now the oeuvreis complete, a new edition is most welcome; although the publisher is different, theformat is similar. The arrangement is chronological, with classified and title indexes.There is also a "multilingual index of titles" listing current titles, official or informal,
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in a variety of languages; this is most useful, though it is cumbersome to have cross-references from one title in this index to another.Users of the catalogue will need to consult White for further details of the extent of thevarious revisions which the composer made to his works. Caesar gives the basic dates,but no indication of whether the versions differ substantially or not. One point missedeven by the meticulous White is the fact that The dove descending exists in two forms. I wassurprised recently when singing from the copy I had bought on publication in 1962, thatit lacked the various dynamics to which the conductor was referring: the version nowsold has been edited with performing instructions, rather in the way it used to be thecustom to add them to renaissance motets. No doubt we will eventually have Stravinskycatalogues with the detail of the Rachmaninoff one mentioned above; but Caesar's willprove extremely useful, and may be recommended to replace worn-out copies of itsBoosey predecessor.
Librarians wishing to check on their Stravinsky holdings might like to note an excellent cataloguefrom J. B. Cramer & Co Ltd, Igor Fedorovich Stravinsky: One hundredth anniversary (1882-1971), whichlists, with prices, the works currently available. Clifford Bartlett
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REVIEWS
Carl Dahlhaus Esthetics of music, translated by William W. Austin Cambridge U.P., 1982115p 0.95 ISBN 0-521-23508-1 (paperback: 0.95 ISBN 0-521-28007-9)
Carl Dahlhaus describes his book as "an attempt to understand a piece of the past that isstill having effects in the present". This is a history of aesthetics rather than the presenta-tion of a particular theory, and is concerned with analysing the various trends andphilosophical viewpoints which have informed man's judgement of, and pronounce-ments on, music. Philosophical speculation about music is a largely German phenom-enon, and one which became almost a "light industry" in the eighteenth and nineteenthcenturies. These factors define the limits of this volume and, though Dahlhaus frequentlytraces ideas back to pre-Enlightenment commentaries, there is a near silence on modernthinkers who stand outwith the German tradition. If one accepts these limitations, thenthis is a fine book, though not one that is easy to read. The fault is not the translator's,but simply that this kind of writing and its subject matter seems better suited to theGerman language. Dahlhaus's book is far more stimulating than its length would leadone to expect, but because of this, it often seems uncomfortably condensed. The laymanneeds more substantial quotations from the sources Dahlhaus bases his discussion on ifhe is to get the most from this volume. Perhaps the best solution is to have an anthologyof relevant critical writings like Le Huray and Day's recent Music and Aesthetics in theEighteenth and Early-Nineteenth Centuries at hand to fill in the background.David Kirkley
Nicholas Temperley (ed.) Music in Britain - The Romantic Age 1800-1914. (The AthloneHistory of Music in Britain vol 5). The Athlone Press, 1981. 548p £40.00 on publica-tion, £45.00 three months after publication ISBN 0 485 13005 X
This is a handsomely laid out book, without plates or illustrations, but with extensivemusical examples. There are only two small technical reservations to be made: first thestaves of the examples are too lightly printed and occasionally disappear altogether(eg pp 77, 82); second the binding is really too flimsy for a book of this importance andcost, and has not stood up well to intensive (daily) use since I first acquired my copy.(A proof-reader's scribbles have not been cleaned off p 207.)The music of the Victorian and Edwardian period (which I was brought up to ridiculeand discount - without personal experience) is now ready for reconsideration, not onlyas an historical phenomenon but as a living art. Even as recently as 1964, when I acted inthe capacity of music librarian at Ealing Central Library, I was not looked on favourablyfor trying to keep Parry vocal scores (then considered so much junk) and had to fight toget Bantock's Omar Khayyam accessioned when it came in as a donation. Now the Bantock,at least, commands a good price second-hand, while revivals of Parry's choral works havecaused recent problems for members of the choral societies involved owing to the suddendisappearance of the works in question from dealer's tables of cheap rubbish.The history is divided into four parts, plus introduction, notes, bibliography andindex. We begin with 'Music and Society' (Stephen Banfield, Bernarr Rainbow, D.W.Krummel), and move onto 'Popular and Functional Music' (Richard Middleton,Andrew Lamb, the editor, Donald H. van Ess, Bernarr Rainbow). The core of the book(pp 171-451) is the section on 'Art Music', to which I return below. The last section is ahistory of 'Writings on Music' (Stephen Banfield, Larry G. Whatley, Vincent Duckles).
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The chapters dealing with general background and social history are very usefully done,and offer a previously unavailable quick way of reading oneself into the period, particu-larly valuable for prospectors (like myself) chiefly concerned with unearthing music forperformance and needing to put it into context.Of course, in the long-term it is performance that is vital for making any lastingevaluation of the art-music under Victoria and Edward VII. Assessments made byProfessor Temperley's team are going to be accepted by those looking for Victorianworks to perform. Conversely the writers, by and large, give all the appearances ofbasing most of their judgements on score-reading (and possibly in many cases vocalrather than orchestral scores) rather than performance. How otherwise, for example,could Stanford's Requiem, surely one of the glories of the late Victorian period, be barelymentioned? This is a work that is difficult to evaluate from the vocal score, but in threerecent performances came over as gripping and colourful. Apart from anything else,it is noteworthy for its use of Holstian marching bases, and passing moments later devel-oped by Vaughan Williams. For all its debts to the Verdi of the Requiem and Wagner'sRing (but only briefly to Brahms), it must surely be one of the best works of that notori-ously uneven composer.There are twelve chapters devoted to the music, and broadly speaking they are excel-lent; in particular, the editor on 'cathedral music', 'piano music 1800-1870' and 'organmusic', Geoffrey Bush on 'songs' and 'chamber music' and Nigel Burton on 'opera 1865-1914'. However, there is a marked decline in the range and scope of the assessmenttowards the latter end of the period covered; and the Edwardian period in my view isquite inadequately dealt with. (There is no mention of the Patron's Fund, the Society ofBritish Composers, its Yearbooks and Avison Edition, Hammerstein's London OperaHouse, the Music League, the Ricordi Prize, Carl Rosa, folksong collecting with thephonograph, the whole RAM school of composers, Corder and the vogue for recitationwith music. The achievement of Corder and Matthay is barely touched on, and theassessment of Bantock, who surely did his best work between 1900 and 1914, is dismissedout of hand.) I had rather hoped the demise of the last of che private orchestras in 1910,the Duke of Devonshire's, might have been given some space. (The papers of this organ-isation were sold at Christies in 1978.)The problem I touch on above in relation to Stanford's Requiem - that of assessmentfrom vocal rather than orchestral scores - is one that first became apparent to me a fewyears ago when investigating the early works of Elgar for chorus and orchestra. It quicklybecame evident that those works had been consistently undervalued on the basis of thevocal scores, and I was fortunate in being able to help organise performances of a numberof them. Similarly, recent performances of Voces Clamantium by Parry underline that it isnot only Elgar who is difficult to evaluate thus, though owing to the less florid nature ofParry's scoring the differences are less clear-cut. Certainly, when heard recently withorgan, this Parry score was much less striking than when subsequently heard withorchestra. Though not such a patchy composer as Stanford, Parry too had his weak-nesses and at his worst was deadly dull. Recent performances have shown Ode on theNativity and Ode to St Cecilia to be fine works. The recent Haddo House revival of TheSoul's Ransom provided evidence of yet another worthwhile score. It was followed byA Vision of Life, of which we read that it is' totally defunct'. This is not helpful. Job isassessed as 'a work of great dignity and character' but in fact - as the broadcast in theearly 1970s showed - it really is very poor, fully justifying G.B. Shaw's famous vilifica-tion of it. It is undoubtedly the reason for several recent commentators, to whom it maybe their only experience of an extended Parry work, judging the rest of his work, byextension and unheard, as lacking in life. There is one choral work, in particular, whichshould have been discussed but is not: Ethel Smyth's Mass in D, so successfully revived

recently in the USA.The orchestral chapter rather tails off, dealing with several subjects at insufficientlength; nor does it touch on an adequate number of composers. Stanford actually wrotesix (not five) Irish Rhapsodies. Parry composed five (not four) symphonies, though thestatement here to the contrary is not so much a mistake, as a following of the New Grove'streatment of the fifth as a Symphonic Fantasia though called at its first performance Symph-ony in four linked movements in B minor (1912). But the recent recording is clearly dubbed'Symphony no 5' and so confusion is bound to occur. That record and a yet more recentone of Parry's third symphony shows that they deserve far more space than they aregiven, and that the third had its place as an honoured precursor of Elgar. It is a finescore that deserves to live again. While on the subject of orchestral music, it is also worthmentioning that Sullivan's Irish symphony (here dubbed his first) is in fact his only one,and Sullivan's cello concerto was destroyed in Chappell's fire in 1964, but survives in asolitary private tape recording of the BBC broadcast of 1952.The 13 pages of double column notes refer to sources. (The methodology, paticularlyin the examples, is exemplary and a notable feature of the book).The 21 page bibliography (well over 700 entries) is alphabetically arranged andprovides a valuable new bibliographical source for the period. However it certainlydoes not fulfill the claims of its introductory sentence that it 'is meant to be fairly compre-hensive for books, monographs and articles relating to the music of this period'. A fewexamples of omissions are:
Allen, Reginald
Bray, Trevor
Brait, Trevor
Cowen, Sir Frederick H.
Nettel, Reginald
Northcott, Richard
Piggott, Patrick
Streatfield, R.A.
Warriner, John
Wilkinson, Harry

... The life and work of Sir Arthur Sullivan - composer for Victorian England.New York & Boston, 1975
Granville Bantock: his life and work. PhD thesis Cambridge, 1972. 3 vols.Sections revised as:
Music in the Midlands before the First World War. Islington, 1973
My art and friends. London, 1913
North Staffordshire music. Rickmansworth, 1977
Records of the Royal Opera Covent Garden 1888-1921. London, 1921
The innocent diversion: music in the life and writings of Jane Austen.Islington, 1979
Musiciens anglais contemporains. Paris, 1913
National portrait gallery of British musicians. London, [18961
The vocal and instrumental technique of Charles Villiers Stanford. PhDthesis Rochester, 1959. 2 vols.

The year's music: being a concise record of all matters relating to music and musical institutions... London,1896-99There are many others, and if one included all those biographies and autobiographieswhose first two or three chapters fall into the period (Boult, Vaughan Williams, Hoist,Goosscns, etc.) there would be even more. (The bibliography, incidentally, contains asplendid literal. Basil Maine has become Basil Milne, and this has been solemnly correctedback in the text and index.)Arthur Elson in his book Modern Composers of Europe (London 1909 - not in the biblio-graphy) describes Cowen's Scandinavian symphony as 'one of the standard works ofmodern times' (p 216). That and two others of Cowen's six appear in Novello's current(1981) hire catalogue, as does the third of Ebenezer Prout: on none of them are we givenany guidance at all. Certainly Cowen, once one of the highest paid conductors in the
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world, seems to have fallen through the scholarly net, only passing mention being given,other than to his operas. Elson also mentions William Wallace, Reginald Steggall,Stanley Hawley, Clarence Lucas, Colin McAlpine, S.E. Pritchard and Cyril Scott.None appear in the index, but perhaps it is just that they were beginning to make theirreputations - such as they were - in the Edwardian period. As Bantock, Havergal Brianand Holbrooke are also not discussed, one can only conclude that these Edwardiancomposers are being saved for the succeeding volume on the Twentieth Century. Let ushope so, for in many ways it is the most rewarding one for the musical archaeologist.This is not the final history of this period: rather it is a massive step forward which willestablish minimal standards, will stimulate interest in further work, and above all willresult in increasing performances of music which at its best deserves to take its regularplace in our performing repertoires. Lewis Foreman
International Musicological Society Report of the twelfth congress, Berkeley, 1977 Mien-reiter, 1981. 912p 07.80 ISBN 3-7618-0649-3
This massive volume provides a convenient source from which the musical and intellect-ual world at large can examine the preoccupations of the modern musicologist. Themusicologist himself will find it useful for the same purpose, since the scope of musicologynow is such that the range of subjects covered in the 1977 congress is far wider than anysingle person can cover. Wide though they are, though, there are still significantomissions.I found it interesting comparing this volume with the Report of the fourth congress, London,1911, which was published the following year by Novello, with one obvious superiority

REPORT OF THE 12TH CONGRESSof the International Musicological Society
BERKELEY 1977edited by Daniel Heartz and Bonnie Wade

published under the auspices of theAmerican Musicological Society
07.80

BARENREITER17-18 Bucklersbury, Hitchin, Herts. SG5 1BBTel: Hitchin 57535

over the 1977 volume: a sturdy binding. I cast no particular blame to Barenreiter inasking why, with technology now available which should speed up printing, what tookabout a year in 1911 now takes nearly five years? (I assume that the 1981 publicationdate is an optimistic error, since I saw neither copy nor advert for the report before April1982.) Part of the problem, though, is presumably not technical: those with editorialresponsibility for preparation of the material have heavier organizational and teachingduties than in the past. The absence of running titles to the pages is regrettable; flickingthrough the volume to find a section is difficult. Although their addition would lengthenthe book by up to 40 pages, I would have thought that the extra convenience would havejustified the additional expense. Otherwise, publication accords with Barenreiter'scustomary high standards.In 1911, most papers were primarily offerings of new facts, e.g. Edward Dent present-ing biographical information about G. M. Baini. Had such a paper appeared in 1977, itwould have used Baini as a means of raising some general discussion on biographicalmethodology - facts would have led on to ideas. What I find worrying is that, in spite ofthis desire for generalisation, there is an absence of any attempt to ask fundamentalquestions about the nature of music or musicology. In 1911 there was a section on theory,acoustics and aesthetics, and one of the general sessions heard a paper on ugliness in artfrom C.H.H. Parry (whose merits as a composer are mentioned by Lewis Foremanabove). While I am not particularly commending the paper, it seems a pity that thesetopics are excluded from the congress. Another serious omission is analysis, which shouldhave appeared, partly because it is a preoccupation of a considerable number of music-ologists, and partly because the possibility that a work can be analysed so deeply that theanalyst achieves a distorted view of it through isolation of the intellectual content needsdiscussion.The biggest difference is in the emphasis on ethnolomusicology. This was, surprisingly,included in 1911, though with a European bias, and under the general term ethnology(the musical name had not yet been coined). The presence of so much ethnomusico-logical material raises problems about the function of the musicologist (assuming thatthe "ethno-" part of the word merely indicates a sub-category of musicologist ratherthan a different discipline altogether). I have always assumed that it was to providevarious sorts of intellectual backing to the activity of music. I would hesitate to hazard adefinition of music, but I suspect that for most of us it would involve such concepts asthe participation (actively or passively) in the making of noises which cause satisfaction,excitement or pleasure, and which affect us in such a way as to lead to explanations interms which tend to borrow religious terminology (music affecting the soul, etc.). Thisis deliberately as vague as possible. Ethnomusicologists seem more interested in studyinghow music is used, and that line has been followed by musicologists studying Westerncultures - particularly, but not exclusively, the more popular aspects of Western culture.It is obvious that an aspect of the participation in musical activity is the way it enablesone to emphasise membership of a group: a Brixton black person, though born and bredin Britain, may wish to emphasise his separateness through West Indian music, or ayouth adopt a particular pop style to demonstrate that he is no longer a child, but doesn'twant to be thought adult. But for most of us, this can only be a small aspect of ourinvolvement in music. This descriptive, sociological aspect of musicology, while interest-ing, seems overprominent, and it is patronizing to denigrate the purely musical activitiesthat those examples I have chosen may enjoy.One of the functions of musicologists has been to study music that the general publicdoes not know, and sift it through to find what can be revived to expand our musicalexperience. The fact that folk song is part of our experience derives from the activitiesof people acting as musicologists, even if they might not have described themselves thus,



28 29at the beginning of the century; while the popularity of Monteverdi (and possibly evenof Mahler) has a similar origin. Is the musicologists's function to study everything"because it is there"? Or should he be hunting through the world of music - geograph-ically and historically - to find what is worth our attention? The answer is, of course,both. The musical archaeologist, recording the music of a culture liable to be engulfedby commercial pop, is performing a necessary activity. But which of these musics are sofunctional that they have no meaning apart from their context, and which are so intrinsi-cally meaningful that the ethnomusicologist wants to buttonhole his colleagues and say"listen to this"? Or is my Western attitude of wanting to enjoy music outside my socialcontext decadent? Gordon Anderson, for instance, lists 693 medieval conductus settings.(I hope that his posthumous edition will make them all available.) That is rather morethan the most enthusiastic admirer of the style can retain as part of his musical experience.I need someone to evaluate them, to pick out.a few that are particularly excellent. Mymusical memory probably only has room for a dozen or so, and I would like them to bethe best examples of the form, not merely ones chosen because some anthologist pickedthem out haphazardly before the repertoire was available as a whole.I am, of course, begging the question that our Western approach to music is valid - noautomatic musical culture, but the picking out of specimens from all existing musicalcultures. Is our obsession with the past and the exotic a sign of degeneration? All thesequestions were continually coming to mind while reading this report, but they are notproperly faced. I hope a future congress will turn its attention to them, will discuss therelationship between musicology and music, will consider the function of music, willdecide whether the ethno-, anthropo-, sociological approach to the study of music as ascience is overwhelming the understanding of music as an art. From much of this report,I sense that the musicologist is studying something from the outside which he wishes toclassify, wrap up, and store in the appropriate file; but, reverting to the religious meta-phor, is not music also something which is beyond us - it can be studied, as it were fromthe inside, but extends further than our study can reach? Clifford Bartlett
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IN BRIEF
Music from the Tang court, 1, transcribed byLaurence Picken. Oxford U.P., 1981 82pL'16.50 ISBN 0-19-323240-5
This volume is roughly half music, half intro-duction. It is of interest to those not orientalspecialists for two reasons. It presents in standardwestern notation music from China dating backover a thousand years: while it doesn't soundvery interesting played on a piano, it mightwell be worth trying on modern equivalents tothe original flute, lute, zither and mouth-organ.But it is also a fine demonstration to those study-ing the preservation of traditions of how, evenwith performers trying their best to preservean unchanged manner of performance, overso long a period changes must take place. Luck-ily, early MSS enable modern scholars to seebehind the traditions.
Arthur S. Wolff Speculum: an index of musicallyrelated articles and book reviews. (MLA Index &Bibliography Series, 9) Second edition. Phila-delphia: Music Library Association, 1981 64pISSN 0094-6478 ISBN 0-914954-26-1
It is always easy to miss articles in journals notspecifically devoted to music, so indexes of thisnature are 'most welcome. This covers the period1926-1979 (vols.1-54), and is to some extent asubject index of the.contents, not just an indexof names and titles.
Music in medieval and early modern Europe: patron-age, sources and texts, edited by lain Fenlon.Cambridge U.P., 1981 409p £22.50 ISBN0-521-23328-3
The 17 contributions are grouped into fourtopics: church patronage of music in 15th cen-tury Europe, 16th century instrumental music,music and patronage in Italy 1450-1550, andstemmatics and music sources. They were readat a Conference in Cambridge in 1979; thepublishers are to be congratulated for issuingthem together, rather than letting them appearscattered through the musicological journalsover the next few years.
Anthology of early keyboard methods edited andtranslated by Barbara Sachs and Barry Ife.Gamut, 1981 71p 0.50 ISBN 0-907761-00-3

"Early" here means 16th century, the bulk ofthe book being translations of Sancta Mariaand Diruta, supplemented by Ammerbach,Banchieri, Buchner, H. Cabezon and Henest-rosa. Anyone seriously interested in authenticplaying of this music will need to sort out thevarious contradictory ideas offered by thesesources; it is most useful to have them in English.The non-expert, too, will find it rewarding toattempt early fingering. This ignores England,which lacks verbal descriptions, but has acertain amount of early fingering surviving;so it can be supplemented by Peter le Huray'santhology The fingering of virginal music (Stainer& Bell K38; £3.25), plus his article in The NewGrove on fingering and another to come in thelong-awaited Dart in memoriam essays.
Jerome Roche Lassus (Oxford Studies of Com-posers, 19) Oxford U.P., 1982 58p £4.95ISBN 0-19-315237-1
In the last 40 years of Lassus' life, his fame was sowidespread that half of the music publicationssurviving from that period contain somethingby him. OUP has contributed to the attemptin the 450th anniversary year to revive his lostfame by issuing an excellent anthology of motets(edited by Clive Wearing, costing £3.50) andnow this useful publication. Any guide to 530motets, 58 (or 70) masses, 102 magnificats,about 200 Italian works, 150 chansons, 90Lieder and a variety of other items in so shorta space can inevitably only map the broadoutlines. This is, however, done effectively,while numerous musical examples help topinpoint aspects of the composer's style. Thelist of works in the book refers to modern edi-tions - an effort, in fact, seems to have beenmade to refer to works that are comparativelyreadily available; but a further column in thetable giving the page on which the work isdiscussed would facilitate quick reference.My apologies to the publishers for my error overthe price of the Machaut volume in the series in the lastissue: it may perhaps be thought expensive, but thefigure printed, £69.95, was an exaggeration. Thecorrect price is £6.95.
Allen B. Skei Heinrich Schutz: a guide to research.Garland, 1981 186p 820.00 ISBN 0-8240-9310 -0
This is an annotated bibliography of 632 itemson the composer, arranged in several broad
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categories. There is a short introduction onSchatz scholarship, a brief catalogue of works,and author, composition and name indices.Entries for general books on 17th century music(or even wider) might perhaps be thought awaste of space; but there is a wide range of ma-terial mentioned, and the summaries of Ger-man articles will be particularly useful to Anglo-American readers.
Ernst H. Meyer Early English chamber music,from the middle ages to Purcell. Second, revisededition, edited by the author and Diana PoultonLawrence & Wishart, 1982 363p £15.00 ISBN0-85315-411-2
The first edition, published under the title Eng-lish chamber music in 1946, has become a stan-dard work. It has many weaknesses, coming atthe beginning of a line of research, but is gen-erally respected as a pioneer study. The idea ofthe publisher to issue a revised edition was abad one: the book is unrevisable. There is ur-gent need for a new book on 17th century Eng-lish instrumental music; the person best equip-ped to write it has, in fact, contributed severalanonymous paragraphs to this revision (which

are not integrated fully into Meyer's argu-ment). It might have been possible to revise byappending a series of notes; but as amended,with a changed pagination, this edition is noteven useful for checking bibliographical refer-ences to the original. If you have the old edition,keep it; if not, this is better than nothing.
Peter Giles The countertenor. Frederick Muller,1982 221p £12.95 ISBN 0-584-10474-X
A confused book, suffering from inadequateknowledge by the author (who is a singer step-ping innocently into musicological quagmires),and lack of control by the publisher, who shouldhave employed a knowledgeable editor to sorthim out. Nothing can be said about the counter-tenor before Purcell until the problem of pitchis squarely dealt with; calling high tenors witha touch of falsetto countertenors is a misuse ofEnglish; the countertenor is only particularlyEnglish because the disapproval of the practiceof castration (though not admiration of its pro-ducts) meant that, after the 16th century, poormusical establishments, such as cathedrals,could only afford the cheaper countertenors, sothe voice still had a function here. I suppose

JAZZ CASSETTES
In addition to the continuing demand for interesting jazz records in the publiclibrary service, we are now receiving an increasing number of enquiries for"jazz cassettes." If, for any reason, you are experiencing difficulty in obtainingsuch items, you may be pleased to learn that we are able to offer approximately2,000 titles covering 60 different labels, most of which are "imports". Theprices of these imported items compare most favourably with the domesticissues but supplies do fluctuate and all items are therefore subject to availabilityat time of ordering.
To give an indication of some of the artists, styles and periods of jazz availablewe have compiled a short list of selected items. This list could well be used as areference for an initial basic stock, and is available on request.
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that libraries will need to buy this, but it is apity that it cannot be marked "use with care"!
Colin Lawson The chalumeau in eighteenth-centurymusic (Studies in British musicology) Bowker/UMI Research Press, 1981 204p £29.00 ISBN0-8357-1246-X
Misconceptions about the chalumeau abound:the article in The New Grove ignores the rela-tionship of the instrument to the recorder,understanding of which is essential when con-sidering the octave at which the parts are nota-ted, and try looking in any of the books onVivaldi for ideas on what a salmoe is! Lawsonclearly discusses the surviving instruments, andearly writings, then surveys the repertoire, withchapters on Vienna, Telemann, Graupner andVivaldi. This is a thorough study of a smallrepertoire, mostly obscure, but occasionallystretching into familiar works (such as the 1762Orfeo).
Edward R. Reilly Gustav Mahler and GuidoAdler: records of a friendship. Cambridge U.P.,1982 163p £12.50 ISBN 0-521-23592-8
Half of this book is devoted to a translation ofthe Austrian musicologist's Gustav Mahler, pub-lished in German in 1916, and not hithertoavailable in English. As a memoir and critiqueby someone from a similar background, whoknew the composer well, and had a clear under-standing of both man and music, this is mostvaluable. It is supplemented by a study byReilly of the relationship between the two men(which seems to have been rather better thanAlma Mahler wished to suggest); this is avail-able in full in a German edition, and rathermore briefly in the Musical Quarterly, July 1972,so will be known to Mahler experts. Reillycorrects some of Adler's errors; surely alter-ations of this sort should be clearly shown byfootnotes on the page, even if other notes arehidden in the now customary place at the endof the book. I hope the absence of mention ofAdler as author on the title page will not pre-vent library cataloguers from giving a properentry for his study.
janEek: leaves from his life edited and trans-lated by Vilcm and Margaret Tausky. Kahn& Averill, 1982 159p L,4.95 ISBN 0-900707-68-2

A delightful little book for anyone who lovesjanaZek's music - though I suspect that othersmight find it unreadable, since the composer'sliterary style is, to say the least, curious. VilemTausky studied under JanaZek, and precedesthis selection of short essays with his recollec-tions of him. The scholar may have preferreda page or two listing the exact sources of theitems included, and the 1926 brass fanfarereproduced in facsimile seems rather closer tothe Sinfonietta opening movement than therubric implies. But the musical notations ofCzeck and Italian speech are fascinating andilluminating.
Percy Grainger Schott, 1982 44p £0.95 ISBN0-901928-79-3
This little volume has a short biography, ex-cerpts from Grainger's letters to his publishersand, chiefly, a catalogue of the music by DavidTall. This is much the most convenient cata-logue of Grainger's multifarious works avail-able, containing a large amount of informationin a very small space. While not supersedingTeresa Balough's Complete catalogue, it includessuch information as the non-specialist willrequire in a simple alphabetical sequence.Durations are given for many pieces. Thereare also supplementary lists giving instrumen-tation. The excellent biography of Grainger byJohn Bird has recently been issued in paper-back (Faber & Faber; £5.95. ISBN 0-571-11717-1) with some small additions, but a dif-ferent selection of illustrations. How confusingfor the bibliographer!
Bruno Bartolozzi New sounds for woodwind,translated and edited by Reginald SmithBrindle. Second edition. Oxford U.P., 1982113p, plus 7" record. £12.50 ISBN 0-19-318611-X
This book caused quite a stir when the firstedition appeared in 1967. In the last 15 years,the wider capabilities of woodwind instrumentshave become more familiar, even if they stillseem exotic to the amateur player. This secondedition has been expanded, and in some placesrewritten. Players who have used Bartolozzi'snotation will find it confusing that he haschanged some of his signs.



Coming shortlyfrom Faber
John DowlandDIANA POULTONFor the second edition of this celebratedstudy Diana Poulton has revised her text totake account of several hitherto unknownDowland compositions and the many newfacts about the composer which have cometo light in the ten years since the book firstappeared. 21 halftones, 259 music examples.£15; Faber Paperbacks £6.95 JulyBaroque Music: Styleand PerformanceA HandbookROBERT DONINGTONThis book distills the experience of alifetime's research into baroque performingpractice. From the teeming abundance ofcontemporary evidence Professor Doningtonhas selected that material which the modernmusician needs to guide his interpretativedecisions and here presents it in a readilyassimilable form. 169 music examples.Faber Paperbacks £4.95 JuneWagner and AeschylusThe Ring and the OresteiaMICHAEL EWANSWagner never tired of acknowledging hisimmense debt to Greek tragedy, and toAeschylus in particular. But how well did hereally know the Oresteia and how successfulwas he in transforming its dramatic structureas a basis for the Ring? Dr Ewans, who is bothclassical and musical scholar, has written anenthralling full-length study of the Ring'sprofound, and often surprising, connectionwith its Greek model. 48 music examples.£11.50 July

VindicationsEssays on Romantic MusicDE RYCK COOKEWith a memoir by Bryan MageeThe essays in this posthumous collectionrange widely, from the four composersDeryck Cooke cared about most passionately —Wagner, Bruckner, Mahler andDelius — to along and controversial study of the theBeethoven quartets, further reflections onhis book The Language ofMusic, and a polemicon 'The Futility of Music Criticism'.156 music examples. £12.50 JulyStravinsky: SelectedCorrespondence Volume 1Translated and edited with commentaries byROBERT CRAFTThis volume, the first of three, containsStravinsky's correspondence with W. H.Auden, Jean Cocteau and other friends, aswell as his letters to Nadia Boulanger,ErnestAnsermet and Robert Craft. If the Audenand Cocteau letters take first place for generalinterest, those to Ansermet — the conductorwho gave more performances of Stravinsky'smusic than anyone but the composer himself— give a remarkable inside view of the musicaland ballet worlds, especially of the Diaghilevperiod, and of the great impresario himself inparticular. 22 halftones, music examples.£25 SeptemberMusic and PoliticsCollected Writings 1953-81HANS WERNER HENZETranslated by Peter LabanyiThis major source book includes essays bythe composer on all his principalcompositions, a great deal of fascinatingautobiographical material, accounts of hiscollaboration with such librettists asIngeborg Bachmann, W. H. Auden andEdward Bond and much provocative analysisof the social and political conditions underthe contemporary composer has to work. Itwill assuredly lead to a timely re-evaluationof Henze's own music in the English-speaking world. 17 halftones.£15 June
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PROPOSEDREVISION OF780 MUSIC
ISBN 0-910608-25-3Paperback£3.50 Post Free

Prepared under the direction of Russell Sweeney, PrincipalLecturer, Department of Librarianship, Leeds Polytechnic; JohnClews, a graduate in music from the University of Hull, andResearch Assistant for this music revision project; withassistance from Winton E. Matthews, Jr., Decimal ClassificationSpecialist, Decimal Classification Division of the Library ofCongress.
Available from:Don Gresswell Ltd.Bridge House, Grange ParkLondon N21 1RBEngland
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